
Electric mobility is on the rise across the board
Electric charge point from The New Motion wins international design award
15 APRIL 2016, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

SUMMARY

The charge point from The New Motion has won the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2016. The

international panel of judges selecting the ‘lolo’ charge point from The New Motion as the ultimate

winner due to the product design’s high quality standard. This exceptional victory testifies to the fact

that Dutch organisations are playing a prominent role in the ever-expanding world of electric

vehicles.

Participants from 57 countries submitted a total of 5,200 products for the Red Dot Award:
Product Design 2016, with the international panel of judges selecting the ‘lolo’ electric charge
point from The New Motion as the ultimate winner due to the product design’s high quality
standard. This exceptional victory testifies to the fact that Dutch organisations are playing a
prominent role in the ever-expanding world of electric vehicles.

The initiative from The New Motion to design a charge point that is not only innovative and high-
quality but also functionally appealing is one that came about as a result of a collaboration between
The New Motion, Studio Floris Schoonderbeek, design studio DUNC and the design agency Sinds
1416. “If driving electric vehicles is to become a reality throughout the world, then in a broad sense
we need to look at smart, flexible charging solutions. This award testifies to the fact that there is
increased attention on both the quality and the ‘beauty’ of charging infrastructure”, says the collective.

Smart charge point
The lolo contains ingenious software that can communicate both with the batteries in electric cars and
with energy suppliers, ensuring that the demand for and supply of energy are transparent. This
means that smart charge points, various energy companies and electric car owners work together to
create an efficient nationwide network, for both commercial and non-commercial use. The fact that
25,000 lolos have already been installed in the Netherlands and abroad is clear proof of the success
of this concept, The upshot is that The New Motion is making a significant contribution towards a
growing European charging network.

Besides the commercial success of the lolo, the huge run on the Tesla Model 3 and the motion
adopted for the driving of electric vehicles, this Red Dot Award now serves as further proof of the
ever-increasing attention being paid to, and the popularity of, electric vehicles.



About the Red Dot Award
The Red Dot Award is organised by the Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen in the German city of
Essen. With over 10,000 entries each year spread across three categories—Product Design,
Communication Design and Design Concept—it is one of the largest competitions in the world. The
award was inaugurated in 1954 and is a highly respected international mark for designs boasting an
extremely high standard of quality.

End of press release
Note for editor(s): For further information and visual material, please contact 
Luuk van Kuik, Marketing Manager at The New Motion, +31 6 41812496 or
l.vankuik@thenewmotion.com .

QUOTES

"The winning submission is the third-generation charge point from The New Motion. This
version blends technical ingenuity, compactness, aesthetic appeal and a high degree of
quality in a single design."
— Sytse Zuidema, CEO of The New Motion
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ABOUT THE NEW MOTION

The New Motion, founded in 2009, offers advanced chargingsolutions for drivers of electric vehicles (EV) and EV-
charge locations. Allour activities aim to facilitate drivers of (Plug-in Hybrid) EV’s to be able todrive as many
kilometers on electricity as possible using, as much as possible,electricity retrieved from renewable energy
sources. Electric driving is afantastic experience and it's not only great for the environment but it's alsogreat for
your wallet. We make electric driving easy and fun.
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In the last 5 years The New Motion has installed 20.000 intelligentcharge points. By using The New Motion charge
card, drivers can access The NewMotion’s charge network consisting of 25.000 public charge points spread across
Europe. The New Motion charge network is the largest, fastest growing and mostintensely used charging
networks in Europe. A growing number of European EVdrivers use The New Motion products and services,
including Europe’s mostinteroperable charge pass. We also offer charging solutions to companies for(commercial)
operation of chargers, and work closely together with leasingcompanies and car manufacturers. The New Motion
is continuously expanding itscharging network in and outside The Netherlands. Also in Belgium, Germany,
Luxembourg, Austria, Switzerland, Finland and the United Kingdom EV-driverscan charge their EV’s at The New
Motion charge points and use our comprehensiveoffering of charging services.
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